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No. 4/ July 2020

Editorial

To mitigate the effects of the Coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic which threatens States but
also cities and territories, African Governments have put in place end-of-lockdown
strategies and economic recovery to face the worst economic recession in a century 1. In
fact, in most countries, this health crisis risks pushing millions of people into poverty and
jeopardizing the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals.
The measures aiming at the reopening of the economy adopted by the various African
governments aim to go beyond the first emergency phase and place themselves in the
perspective of economic recovery. It is more than ever time to make public authorities play
their
role of engine of economic development, stabilization, and economic
redistribution. Public policies must indeed manage the way out of the crisis by taking
economic measures and public investment decisions that are adapted to the situation
(OECD, 2020).
Local and regional governments have , in the footsteps of the central
governments , deployed economic stimulus strategies. Often implemented even before
the stimulus policies taken at the national level, local and regional economic development
strategies have the advantage of being more relevant since they are more suited to the
characteristics that are specific to the economic fabric of the territories. In order to do this,
local and regional public spending has a very important role in providing the infrastructure
and equipment necessary for the recovery, thereby creating jobs and injecting revenues.

This special July issue begins with an essay entitled " Towards a post-Covid-19
economic and financial recovery of local and regional governments in Africa :
Overview of recovery plans and economic support measures ". This issue presents
in this Covid-19 phase, measures and plans for economic and financial recovery postCovid-19 adopted by local and regional governments (LRGs) in the five regions of
Africa and in priority sectors, which are part of national policies. This July issue aims to
participate in this process by highlighting best practices and post-crisis strategic
orientations, and by exploring certain examples of multi-stakeholder partnerships and
avenues for reflection to support African local authorities towards exiting the crisis.
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The Sustainable Development Goals report 2020; https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2020/
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This issue is based on an analysis and literature existing at the time of its publication as
well as on the views of partners and experts in local finance and Local Economic
Development (LED). Finally, it is mainly intended for local and regional African actors,
institutions, and financial partners.
Good reading !
Francois PAUL YATTA
Programs Director, UCLG Africa

IN THE HEADLINES

Towards a post-Covid-19 economic and financial recovery of
local and regional governments in Africa :
Overview of recovery plans and economic support measures

Introduction
The health wave of the Covid-19 pandemic seems less important than those
experienced in Europe and Asia. However, Africa remains fragile in terms of health
with coverage rates of health structures among the lowest in the world, and all the
more so as successive waves of the pandemic are to be feared. In all countries,
central, regional and local governments have anticipated by taking the barrier
measures that have slowed the spread of the disease. If the contamination figures
remain at low levels, the repercussions of the measures taken to prevent the
pandemic from developing could call into question the progress made over the
past decade in terms of improving the living conditions of the populations.
The economic situation is therefore likely to deteriorate structurally to the point
where the African Development Bank (AfDB) forecasts that "nearly 50 million
Africans will fall into extreme poverty and that a third of Africans, or 425 million
people., live below the poverty line2". The face of this poverty will largely be
represented by the increasing numbers of slum dwellers in our cities and informal
sector workers 3.
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At the territorial level, the impact is likely to be greater according to UCLG Africa 4,
particularly in terms of financial resources and investment expenditure of local
authorities. The results of simulations carried out from two scenarios 5, based on
data from the Observatory of Local Finances, suggest a real collapse in the
financial resources of local authorities, of the order of 30% to 60% depending on
the regions of Africa and the sizes of cities. As for investment expenditure, their
level will drop by around 25% to 40% depending on the regions of Africa and the
sizes of cities ; the level of investment spending would be close to 0 for small
towns and intermediate towns6.
On another level, many analysts agree that beyond the issue s of public health,
management of the pandemic now questions the development model that most
states have adopted in the context of globalization. Beyond issues related to the
development of short circuits rather than long circuits, the territorialization of public
policies must be at the heart of the changes to come. Among these, the local
authorities must, while managing the emergency and the daily problems, put in
place the conditions for anticipating the changes that will take place in the long
term.
To organize the process of exiting the crisis, it is important to have in sight not only
the response to the emergency, but also the implementation of strategies to revive
economic activity. The local authorities should fight Covid-19 in three - and often
overlapping - phases:


The emergency phase, focused on the prevention of disease transmission
and the care of those affected. This phase was approached by the local
authorities in a methodical and efficient manner by strengthening the
reception capacities of health centers, but also by organizing the
implementation of barrier measures with associations of populations, local
and regional elected officials as well as the heads of districts.


The Covid-19 impact mitigation phase, focused on mitigating the impact
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According to the most optimistic scenario (1.5 to 2 months of interruption of economic activities) the fall in investment
budgets would be 25%. In the pessimistic scenario (more than 3 months of interruption of economic activities) the fall in
investment budgets could be more than 40%.
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on vulnerable groups and the local economy. Support provided to the poorest
in terms of solidarity funds in favor of the poorest, exemption from taxes for
operators in the informal sector.


The economic recovery phase, with the implementation of structural
measures to revive economic activity. The initiatives to be developed can
range from the construction of highly labor-intensive infrastructures, to
specific measures aimed at SMI-TPIs, SMEs-VSEs or even grants for local
public services.

1. The central role of local and regional governments in
reviving the economy
The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) recently called the
mainland authorities to consider the cities as part of their strategy against the
Covid-19 pandemic. Indeed, urban economies, through their varied structures, will
experience the most negative impacts, undermining the effectiveness of
the stimulus, enacted by the Governments and the Regional Economic
Commissions7.
This necessary consideration of cities is all the more crucial as they represent
between half and two-thirds of the continent's wealth production on average ; the
contribution of the big city would be around a third of the GDP for some
countries. In practically all African countries, the contribution of cities to GDP is
greater than their weight in terms of population8. The drop in productivity and
production following Covid-19 could have damaging effects on economic growth,
employment and distributed income at the national level. Proper coordination of
the recovery measures with the different territories will depend on the
effectiveness of these instruments at the national level.
After being on the front line to act effectively, local authorities have better
understood the needs and the necessary steps while working towards the
introduction of greater transparency and sense of responsibility. They must
therefore be involved in the exit from Covid-19 and in the long-term strategies to
revive the economic activity. These measures will be all the more relevant if they
integrate the territorial dimension while giving cities the place they deserve by
virtue of their role as a factor and lever of national economic development.
Taking into account local and regional governments begins first with a more
equitable redistribution of public resources. If there is one lesson to be learned
from the management of the pandemic, it is the need to address the problems
from the institutions closest to the populations. But this paradigm shift requires an
overhaul of intergovernmental financial relations in order to anchor subsidiarity in
the public sphere. It will be a matter of ensuring that the local authorities are
invested financially in the implementation of all public policies relating to the
transferred powers.
Fiscal decentralization must be at the heart of the implementation of subsidiarity. It
7
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should make it possible to strengthen the capacities of action of local authorities
through fairer financial transfers, which involve evaluating the costs of the powers
to be transferred. Financial transfers must be stable and predictable to allow for
effective planning and implementation of development actions. The transfers must
involve not only equalization to take into account the poorest communities, but
also the incentives to stimulate the genius of local authorities in terms of
innovation in the field of local governance.
Finally, financial transfers to local and regional governments must be made
safe. The tax regulations must define a tax field specific to local authorities, and
finance laws must delimit the maximum amounts of financial resources that are
specific to local authorities. Financial resources may by no means serve as an
adjustment variable in a situation of public finance strain during which they are
either reduced or simply eliminated. Legal remedies must be provided for
associations of local authorities in the event of a dispute with the central
government in connection with the level of financial transfers.

2. Recovery plans and economic support measures provided
by local and regional governments in Africa
Experience has shown that the most resilient cities are those which combine prior
planning of resources dedicated to crisis management, inclusive, innovative and
transparent governance, and a high-quality level of infrastructure 9. Various postCovid-19 recovery plans prepared by the local and regional governments in
Africa have already been taken at the local level in many African countries.
In terms of grants and financial allocations, the municipality of Ndoffane, in the
department of Kaolack, Center of the country (Senegal), launched a local
economic resilience program and awarded grants10 of a value of 4 million CFA
Francs (6080 Euros) to the different actors of the local economy to enable them to
resume their activities in the best conditions. The region of Tambacounda, East
(Senegal) has provided financial assistance11 to several socioeconomic groups,
including associations of the disabled, retirees, veterans, and motorcycle taxi
drivers.
In addition, local and regional governments in Africa have innovated and invested
in key sectoral areas for post-crisis economic recovery. The Golfe 2 District of the
Lomé municipality (Togo) has developed a local economic revitalization project
and will invest 150 million FCFA (228.23 thousand Euros) within three months to
fight insalubrity12. In the same sector, the Municipal Council of Libreville (Gabon)
plans to launch soon calls for tenders supposed to lead to the identification of the
three different companies responsible for the collection and treatment of
household waste in the three districts of the municipality.13.
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The urban municipality of Toliara (Madagascar) has launched development works
in the Town Planning and Public Hygiene sector14, and Cape Town (South
Africa) has launched projects for the construction of dwellings and economic
infrastructure for businesses 15.
Heavily impacted by the Covid-19 crisis after the cancellation of the International
Trade Show of Agriculture in Morocco (SIAM), the city of Meknes (Morocco) began
large beautification projects. Launched by the Municipality, the urban upgrading
works 16 were accelerated during lockdown. The commune of Yaoundé III
(Cameroon), for its part, presented projects for the construction of entertainment
sites and buildings intended for retail. 17.

In the areas of strengthening the road network and promoting innovation, the
Council of the Rabat-Salé-Kénitra region (Morocco) has given its approval to a series
of projects and conventions 18, for an overall budget of 347.26 million Dirhams (MADs)
(31.72 million Euros) with a Council contribution amounting to 125.24 million MADs
(11.44 million Euros). In terms of projects aiming at connecting 19 rural areas to
the electricity and drinking water grid, the Council adopted the draft agreement
relating to the supply of 29 households with electricity in the municipality of Ain Sbit in
Khemisset for a budget of 2.16 million MADs (197.296 thousand Euros), with a
contribution of 1.44 million MADs (131,530 thousand Euros). With regard to public
transport, Kampala Capital City Authority-KCCA (Uganda) has implemented measures
to revive this sector 20.

In the field of the tourism industry, the 12 regions of the Kingdom of Morocco are
bracing themselves for a post-Covid-19 recovery through the lever of domestic
tourism21. Preparations are underway to provide tempting offers and promotions
aimed at domestic tourists.
Support for the cultural sector is absolutely essential because it is often
organized in the form of associations and is therefore particularly fragile from the
financial standpoint. This support also plays a very important role for the cultural
identity of territories, for social cohesion, and also for tourist attractiveness. The
economic revival of the culture sector has involved in particular the film industry
which brings about 3.5 billion rand (184,375 million Euros) per year to the
economy and employs thousands of inhabitants of the city of Cape Town (South
Africa) 22. Cape Town has developed a recovery plan and operational procedures
to ensure that all film sets resume operations with a view to getting the local
economy back on track as quickly and safely as possible, in accordance with
14

https://lexpress.mg/30/06/2020/ville-de-toliara-des-travaux-damenagement-en-chantier/
http://www.capetown.gov.za/Media-andnews/Our%20economic%20action%20plan%20means%20Cape%20Town%20is%20ready%20for%20level%203
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regulations relating to the reopening of the economy and to the lifting of
restrictions on moves within the city.
Similarly, the aviation economy is a key driver of the growth of the city’s local
economy, because more connections create jobs and provide business and
tourism opportunities. This is why Cape Town has put in place economic stimulus
plans for the aviation sector 23, as a key priority sector.
In addition to a focus on the poor and vulnerable, restarting the economy of cities
is essential to boost local businesses, especially hard-hit small and microenterprises. Policies such as temporary property tax cuts, increased public works
and targeted purchases are essential to support local businesses, complementing
national governments' stimulus plans.
Regarding support for businesses and entrepreneurship, the Municipality of
Durban (South Africa) presented a post-Covid-19 economic recovery plan to help
struggling businesses get back on their feet 24. Also worth mentioning is the
initiative of the Municipal Council of Kanifing -KMC (Gambia) which has set up a
fund of one million dalasi (16.644 thousand Euros) to support and encourage
young innovative entrepreneurs 25, having developed smart and effective business
solutions for tackle the socio-economic challenges caused by Covid-19 and help
the economy adapt and recover.
In the same vein, the Council of the Casablanca-Settat region signed
contracts amounting to one billion Moroccan Dirhams (MADs) (91.311 million
Euros) and accelerated payments to contractors and suppliers. 26.
In view of a greater organization of entrepreneurs, the lady governor of Cunene
(Angola) said that the members of the business community should work together
and put in place initiatives and solutions to create industrial projects for the
creation of new jobs for the youth and the fight against hunger and poverty inside
municipalities27. The municipality of Tômbwa, in the province of Namibe (Angola),
gave to the women of the municipality soap-making kits for the creation of small
businesses28.
The Municipality of Parakou (Benin) also ordered local artisans to produce a large
number of masks and set the maximum price for these masks at 200 CFA francs
(0.30 Euros). This measure had the merit of boosting the activity of Parakou
artisans, of mobilizing local expertise, and of allowing the less fortunate to obtain
masks at a reduced price29.
23
24
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http://www.capetown.gov.za/Media-and-news/Cape%20Town%20is%20ready%20for%20take-off
https://www.iol.co.za/sunday-tribune/news/coronavirus-in-sa-durban-mayor-breaks-down-post-pandemic-recovery-plan-47214081
https://thepoint.gm/africa/gambia/headlines/kmc-mayors-tekki-fii-challenges-winners-awarded-with-d1m
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Local governments could in particular reimburse or exempt the self-employed and
merchants from all taxes, professional rents and municipal fees that they pay up to
the number of weeks during which the measures prohibiting opening are in effect.
After the creation of a special fund for social solidarity and the fight against the
Coronavirus, the Municipality of Rosso (Mauritania) granted an exemption from
taxes and customs duties on basic food products for the remainder of the current
year 30.
In addition, the municipality of Port-Gentil (Gabon) announced the financial impact
study and proposed measures to ease contributions, daily taxes, fees31, and other
levies. The municipality of Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso) and the actors of the
economy, namely, the employers, the chamber of commerce, industry and crafts
of Burkina Faso, the actors of the informal sector and the leaders of the
merchants' associations work hand in hand to provide support to vulnerable
merchants 32.
Under the socio-economic empowerment and inclusion programs, the
EThekwini Municipality (South Africa) announced that 55 homeless people have
successfully completed the training on developing computer skills during the
lockdown period 33. These beneficiaries are expected to receive certificates at a
graduation ceremony to facilitate their integration into the labor market.
Informal sector workers with unstable jobs, irregular income and without safety
nets need special support to revive their livelihoods. Labor-intensive public works
programs are an important instrument, like the National Hygiene Program (PSN)
known as Kazi Mtaani in Kenya. It aims to create employment opportunities with
the labor-intensive approach to young people and workers in the informal sector. A
target of 270,000 jobs is targeted with a budget of 10 billion Kshs 34 (79.551 million
Euros). By the end of July 2020, 31,689 Kenyans in eight counties had worked in
street cleaning, fumigation and disinfection, the collection of garbage, the cleaning
of sewers, the constructions of roads, the painting of hospitals and schools, and
the production and distribution of face masks35.
The city of Johannesburg is deploying financial means for local businesses and
has also made additional financial efforts to support the local economic
actors most affected by the crisis, mainly small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) and informal workers 36.
A new approach to municipal management has been adopted by the governor of
the Otjozondjupa region (Namibia) who plans to abolish contracts with private
30

https://aimf.asso.fr/IMG/pdf/activites_contre_le_covid-19.pdf
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https://aimf.asso.fr/Covid-19-Les-dispositions-prises-a-Port-Gentil.html
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https://www.facebook.com/mairie.ouagaofficiel/posts/2242345776073988
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https://web.facebook.com/eThekwiniM/posts/3082951788421581?_rdc=1&_rdr
https://www.capitalfm.co.ke/business/2020/07/more-than-270000-kenyans-to-be-enlisted-in-kazi-mtaani-program-that-kicks-off-onmonday/
35
Idem
34
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https://www.facebook.com/CityofJoburg
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property developers and create a land management service within the
municipality. This management is therefore of crucial importance to guarantee the
management of all activities related to the land of the city and the provision of
housing in the region 37.
Indeed, the implementation of recovery plans requires local and regional
governments to coordinate with many stakeholders - sector agencies, private
sector and community groups - to develop integrated measures and prioritize
investments. In recent years, the call for a new paradigm that places cities and
regions at the heart of mobilizing finance and investment for sustainable
development has gained momentum. In view of these circumstances, the technical
and financial partners are offering specific support to local and regional
governments in Africa to mitigate and respond to the economic effects of Covid19.
Local and regional governments should be directly involved in efforts to revive the
economy to provide effective and targeted responses to the sectors most affected
by the crisis. Indeed, the situation is not the same at the national level, which
requires adapted solutions at the local level. Thus, close collaboration between the
national government and local and regional governments is necessary to better
manage financial support and private sector.
While the pandemic has claimed relatively few victims in Africa, its economic
impacts are likely to be devastating if recovery policies are not
territorialized. Taking into account the specific economic characteristics of the
territories must be a constant for economic recovery policies ; this is the condition
for relevant and effective strategies.

.
L.E.D WATCH

“Recovery plans and post-Covid-19 economic and financial support
measures by local and regional governments in Africa”

Ndoffane (Senegal): The municipality releases 4 million CFA Francs for the
revival of economic activities
The municipality of Ndoffane, in the department of Kaolack (central part of the
country), disbursed grants worth 4 million CFA Francs to the various actors of the
local economy to allow them to resume their activities under the best conditions,
noted the APS press agency.
"Within the municipality of Ndoffane, we have launched a local economic
resilience program and this fourth phase consists of subsidizing the actors for an
amount of 4 million CFA Francs", declared Samba Ndiaye, Mayor of the
municipality of Ndoffane. This fourth phase, he says, is in line with the reopening
of the economy and with the resumption of activities which require support from
37
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the various stakeholders in a pandemic context. Mr. Ndiaye stressed that all
sectors are concerned and the grant is made in different forms."
Regarding donations in the form of motivation, for us it was a question of
supporting health personnel who is exposed personnel, the Red Cross, the health
department, and the tailors who have invested a lot in the making of protective
masks ", he said.
Read more here

Lagos government (Nigeria) launches register-to-open initiative of the
economy
The Lagos State Safety Commission on Wednesday said that everything was now
ready for religious and social centers, social clubs, event centers, restaurants,
bars, night clubs, spas, cinemas and gyms to start their registration following
Governor Babajide Sanwo-Olu’s directive. The governor had announced on May
17, 2020, the decision of the state government to gradually open the economy in
the midst of the pandemic through a Register-to-Open Initiative.
He had said, “In the coming days, we will be starting what we call Register-toOpen, which means all players in the restaurant business, event centers,
entertainment, malls and cinemas will go through a form of re-registration and
space management. “There is a regulation that will be introduced to supervise this
move. We will be coming to their facilities to assess their level of readiness for a
future opening.
“I don’t know when that opening will happen in the weeks ahead, but we want
these businesses to begin to tune themselves to the reality of COVID-19 with
respect to how their workspaces need to look like.” The governor added that there
was no plan to absolutely reopen the economy.
Read more here
City of Toliara (Madagascar): Development works underway
The Department of Town Planning and Public Hygiene of the urban municipality of
Toliara is actively working. Construction sites are emerging in the city.
The long awaited drainage channels are finally here! The next rainy season could
no longer be catastrophic for the sun city. Water up to the knees in the streets
would therefore no longer be present in the capital of Atsimo Andrefana.
Work for the installation of drainage channels is taking place at the Kihembe dyke.
A new trendy drainage system is also under construction, from the Toliara
Downtown police station to the sea garden. "A phytobiological basin is installed not
far from the shore”, explains Patrick Manasoa Andriamirify, Deputy Mayor in
charge of Urban Planning and public hygiene in the urban municipality of Toliara.
Read more here
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Kampala Capital City Authority-KCCA (Uganda ): Public Transport recovery
measures
The Ministry for Kampala Capital City and Metropolitan Affairs organized on May
06, 2020 a stakeholder’s consultative meeting including the Ministry of Works and
Transport, Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development, Uganda
Police Force, the Lord Mayor of KCC, the Resident City Commissioner, and the
Speakers of the Authority among others. A draft technical report, which is being
discussed, was leaked to the press prematurely. The team has identified key
challenges facing the sector.
Following the opening up of public transport on 4th June 2020, Kampala Capital
City Authority (KCCA) and the Ministry of Works and Transport started the process
of registering all Commuter public transport operators to regulate operations of the
industry. This registration is being conducted at Old Kampala Secondary School
and Kitante Primary School.
As of June 03, June 2020, more than 3000 taxis and 500 buses and their
drivers/owners plying various routes in the country have been registered including
those operating upcountry destinations across the country. The passengers who
would like to travel upcountry are unable to continue living in the city due to
economic impact of Covid-19 and the cost of living.
Read more here
Durban Mayor Mxolisi Kaunda has outlined a post Covid-19 economic
recovery plan to help ailing businesses get back on their feet
Kaunda said Durban’s economy, which contributed about 10% to the country’s
GDP, was expected to decline by 4 to 6% as a result of the pandemic. He said
hotels and restaurants were at risk of losing R4billion in revenue, and that the
Inkosi Albert Luthuli International Convention Centre had postponed over 85
events from March until June, losing R64million in revenue, while Ushaka Marine
World would lose R50m in the same period.
Kaunda said due to the postponement of major events such as the Tourism
Indaba, Comrades Marathon and Vodacom Durban July, the city had lost billions
in revenue. His plan would supplement the R500bn economic recovery plan
announced by President Cyril Ramaphosa last week. "The city will be driving a
coordinated plan to mitigate the impact of Covid-19 on the local tourism and
industrial economy," Kaunda said.
"Our plan entails linking affected industry players with the various funds
announced by the national government, including the R200m Tourism Relief Fund
and the Solidarity Fund. "We will also ensure that the municipality’s
accommodation bookings will now be directed to small businesses like B&Bs. Our
Durban film office will now provide incentives for production houses to shoot their
films in Durban,” he said.
Read more here
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Governor of the Otjozondjupa region (Namibia) wants to do away with
contracting private land developers
Creating a land servicing department is of critical importance to ensure that it
handles all servicing of town land and housing provision related activities in the
region.
The municipality should look into the provision of free Wi-Fi in the central business
district to lure investors.
The governor of the Otjozondjupa region, James Uerikua, advised the Otjiwarongo
municipality to create a land servicing department so it can do away with using
expensive private developers.
He said such a department could handle land servicing, town planning and the
construction of houses at the town speedily.
Uerikua was speaking while paying a courtesy visit to the Otjiwarongo
municipality, where each department briefed him on their primary mandate and
future plans for the town.
Read more here

Women from the municipality of Tômbwa, in the province of Namibe
(Angola) benefited from soap-making kits to create small businesses
More than 40 women from the municipality of Tômbwa, in the province of Namibe,
benefited on Monday, June 15, 2020, from homemade soap making kits, a product
widely used in hand washing to protect themselves from Covid-19.
This homemade soap making kit is composed of oil, caustic soda and water,
making it possible to make more than 10 bars of soap for sale and family use.
Beneficiaries also received kits for making various pastry-related products, such
as bags of flour, sugar, oil, baking powder and cake.
The municipal administrator of Tômbwa, Alexandre Nyuka, who delivered the kits,
stressed that this initiative aims to help families fight against poverty, by
encouraging them to do small businesses.
Read more here
One company, one district: Léandre Nzué's solution against squalor in
Libreville (Gabon)
To put an end to the problem of squalor in the capital city, the president of the
Municipal Council of Libreville plans to launch soon calls for tenders supposed to
lead to the identification of the three different companies responsible for the
collection and treatment of household waste. in the three districts of the
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municipality. The Town Hall plans to find a household waste collection company
for each district of Libreville.
Soon reinforced in his prerogatives by the probable adoption of the draft law
establishing the modalities for the transfer of powers from the central government
to local authorities, currently under consideration in Parliament since its adoption
on June 12, 2020 by the Council of Ministers, Léandre Nzué has already projects
aimed at improving the cleanliness of the city of Libreville. The Mayor of the capital
recently announced his intention to launch, as soon as this law was enacted, a
series of calls for tenders to enable him to choose the new partners of the
municipality for the management of its household waste.
The mayor of Libreville plans indeed to look for two or three companies in the
coming months responsible for the collection of household waste in the three
districts of the municipality. The mayor wants at least one company for each
district. The goal, according to Léandre Nzué, is to solve, once and for all, the
problem of squalor in the capital city.
Read more here
The Council of the Casablanca-Settat region in Morocco announces
measures to support the economy
The Council of the Casablanca-Settat region announced that it has taken
measures to support economic activity, in the context of the crisis caused by the
spread of the pandemic of the new coronavirus (Covid-19).
In recent days, contracts worth one billion Moroccan Dirhams (MADs) have been
signed and payments from contractors and suppliers have been accelerated, the
region said in a press release issued at the end of a meeting of the Council
leaders, held partly from a distance."
The region is committed to contributing to the revitalization of the national
economy, by maintaining the pace of implementation of the regional development
program", assured the President of the Council Mustapha Bakkoury.
Read more here

Municipality of Tunis (Tunisia): Completion of procedures relating to the
implementation of two important projects
The Tunis municipal council approved, on July 01, 2020, the completion of legal
and technical procedures relating to the construction of two large projects in the
capital. These are the Contemporary Art Center which will be erected in the
Montfleury area, and the "Union of Arab States Radio Stations" Hotel which will be
built in the North Urban Center."
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These are two projects that have been blocked for years," said Ms. Souad
Abderrahim, Mayor of the city of Tunis, after the extraordinary meeting of the city
council.
The Contemporary Art Center will be erected in the northeast of the Montfleury
region at a total cost of 50 million dinars. The European Union (EU) will finance
part of this project with a donation of 5 million dinars (circa 1 and a half million
Euros).
Read more here

ANALYSIS & POINTS OF VIEW

Yvonne Aki-Sawyerr,
Mayor of Freetown,
Sierra
Leone.
Freetown,
Sierra
Leone's
capital city, is grappling with
how to respond to covid-19 in
its
number
of
informal
settlements. Freetown Mayor
Yvonne Aki-Sawyerr explains
how proper land-use planning
can help combat the spread of
the coronavirus.

Play the video here

My name is Yvonne Aki-Sawyerr, I’m the mayor of Freetown, the capital of
Sierra Leone. The world is facing a global pandemic, covid-19 is changing the
way we all live our lives, and in the midst of these challenges, there are preexisting challenges which make responding to this outbreak more difficult.
In our case here in Freetown, rapid urbanization in an uncontrolled manner has
meant that we have a proliferation - 68 to be precise - of informal settlements and
working through these informal settlements which are densely populated, have
challenges with access of delivery of services such as water and sanitation, makes
responding to covid-19 even more difficult. Simple steps could begin to take us
towards a better outcome.
The Local Government Act of 2004 says that land-use planning and issues of
building permits should be devolved - in fact they are devolved - to the local
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councils, including Freetown, but in reality in practice, that isn’t the case. As we
face covid-19 and find ourselves in the situation where the city is unable to plan
the development of the built space, we find ourselves unable to issue a building
permit, and therefore making service delivery more challenging.
In the midst of this outbreak, we don’t want to lose sight of this important policy
change, we need to go through the devolution, we need to ensure that our local
councils and the future city council in particular takes on it responsibility for landuse planning and for building permit issuance; it will make a huge difference in the
way our city is managed, in the way we deliver services and, in fact, in the long
run, in the way in which we respond to any future outbreak.
Thank you.

MEMBERS / PARTNERS INFO

Entrepreneurship: Launch of the project "Capacity building of the Business
Incubator for employment promotion through the micro-enterprise of the
City of Dakar"

The Capacity Building Project for the Business Incubator for the Promotion
of Employment through the Microenterprise of the City of Dakar (CEPEM)
was launched by its various stakeholders. The project was officially
launched by the City of Dakar, the City of Montreal, the International
Association of Francophone Mayors (AIMF), and the School of
Entrepreneurs of Québec (EEQ) during a webinar that brought together
many participants of the French-speaking space.
This launch of the capacity building project follows the recent signing of a
partnership agreement between the City of Dakar and the School of
Entrepreneurs du Québec. This partnership has three components: training
of the incubator staff, training of entrepreneurs, and a financial component.
The initiative, which benefits from the financial support of the AIMF
Association, will ultimately promote entrepreneurship among thousands of
young people and more particularly among women who want to start an
economic activity by creating their jobs through the creation of a business.
Read more here
Marrakech post Covid-19: How to anticipate to improve the use of public
spaces, transport and mobility in Marrakech?
In a context of reopening of the economy which invites people to be present in
public spaces, following a long period of isolation, the Marrakech Urban Agency
under the aegis of the "Wali" (Head Governor) of the Marrakech-Safi Region, Mr.
Karim Kassi-Lahlou has initiated discussions aimed at the innovation of
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expressions of a post-coronavirus coexistence.
In this sense, a panel of outstanding speakers brought, according to their
expertise, a prospective look at the use of spaces in Marrakech after lockdown
was brought together online by the initiators of the forum: “Marrakech post-covid19: Bahja Online” which is a series of panels and workshops for reflection and
exchange of ideas, and aims at a consultation between all the stakeholders
concerned by the post-lockdown modalities, including the use of public spaces and
the issue of mobility. This participatory approach includes both institutional actors,
elected officials, and the civil society...
According to its initiators, the goals of this virtual forum are: The establishment of a
dialogue between the actors concerned through the dissemination and exchange
of ideas on the issue of reopening of the economy, raising the population's
awareness as to the importance of the use of public spaces in the post-lockdown
period, and the proposal of innovative solutions for appropriate use methods.
Read more here

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

“ We are all vulnerable; we are one people, regardless of our colour,
creed, religion and all those things divide us and we deal with
challenges from that perspective. When we have good practices, we
share them. So we need to build that synergy and those connections to
build resilience together. The resilience of our city depends on the
resilience of your neighbour ”
Hon. Erias Lukwago, Lord Mayor of Kampala (Uganda)

AGENDA

Taking into account the current situation and its unforeseeable developments in the
weeks and two months (August-September) to come, both in Africa and at the
international and national level, the events and meetings have been canceled or
postponed to a later date. Nevertheless, we offer here a selection of MOOCs
(massive English open online courses) on the themes of Local Economic
Development (LED)
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Training for rural economic empowerment More info
August 15, 2020
Introduction to permaculture: towards the agricultural and
social transition
More info
August 20-23, 2020
Environmental assessment of development policies and
projects – More info
August 31, 2020 - October 25, 2020

Urban mobility in Africa
More info
September 14-28, 2020
Public transport policy? public policy on mobility?
More info
September 24, 2020 - October 01, 2020
Planning and design of sanitation systems and technologies
More info
Open all year
Understanding ecology, for an innovative economy
More info
A session starts each month
Management of protected areas in Africa
More info
Open all year

JOBS

Principal Economic Affairs Officer, Rabat (Morocco)
Organization: IFC
Sector: Investment
Closing Date: 5 August 2020 at 11:59 pm UTC
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Click here to apply
Senior Investment Officer, Dakar (Senegal)
Organization: IFC
Sector: Investment
Closing Date: 5 August 2020 at 11:59 pm UTC
Click here to apply
Research Economist - Chief Specialist, ECMR0, Abidjan (Côte d’Ivoire)
Organization: BAD
Sector: Economy
Closing date : 7 August, 2020
Click here to apply

Country Officer, Lagos (Nigeria)
Organization: IFC
Sector: Operations
Closing Date : 8 August 2020 at 23:59 hours UTC
Click here to apply
Head of Division, Technical and Financial Services - FIST2, Abidjan (Côte d'Ivoire))
Organization: AfDB
Sector: Finance
Closing date : 10 August, 2020
Click here to apply
Principal Manager of Water Resources Management and Development, AHWS2,
Nairobi (Kenya)
Organization: AfDB
Sector: Water resources management
Closing date : 13 August, 2020
Click here to apply

Chief of Section, Finance and Budget, Addis Ababa (Ethiopia)
Organization: Economic Commission for Africa
Sector: Finance
Closing Date: 28 August, 2020
Click here to apply
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PUBLICATIONS
Coronavirus (COVID-19) From pandemic to
recovery : Local employment and economic
development

Download

Strengthening Preparedness for COVID-19
in Cities and Urban Settings Interim
Guidance for Local Authorities

here
Download

VIDEO
Global Mayors Covid-19 Recovery Task Force
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here

Play the video here
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